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Ms Miami Wu and a group of
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125 Connaught Road Central,
Hong Kong
Tel: 2815 2525 Fax: 2815 5511
E-mail Address: ccf@ccf.org.hk
Website: http://www.ccf.org.hk

Family Service Centre
No. 8-13, G/F., Lung Fook House,
Lower Wong Tai Sin Estate, Kowloon
Tel: 2328 8323 Fax: 2328 8369
E-mail Address: wts@ccf.org.hk

Community Service Centre
2/F., Carnation House, So Uk Estate,
Kowloon
Tel: 2319 1396 Fax: 2319 1696
E-mail Address: rc@ccf.org.hk

Editorial Group
Chief Editor: Lucille Wong
Editor: Natalie Chan

Renamed hospital play
service as Child Life service,
reflecting the professionalism
and internationallyrecognised accreditation

2017
Collaborated with the Department
of Ophthalmology and Visual
Sciences of CUHK, organised
a “Retinoblastoma Awareness
and Education Campaign”

2010
Began rehab bus service

2012
Introduced hospital play service to
non-cancer patients in collaboration
with the United Christian Hospital

2018
• Established the Children’s
Palliative Care Foundation,
providing professional palliative
and home care service for more
critically ill children
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BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS

1991

2007
Formed Bereavement Club for bereaved
families

2009
Opened the Respite Care and Rehabilitation
Centre (RC & RC) at Shek Kip Mei

1996

1992

• The charity became independent of CUHK,
renamed as Children’s Cancer Foundation
• Opened the first half-way home
• Allotted 4.4 million to PWH for paediatric
bone marrow transplant

Pioneered play service and
play therapy

A benefactor donated an office
to CCF

Began palliative homecare
service

2004-2006
Submitted a Children’s Specialist
Hospital Stakeholder Survey to
the government and undertook
intensive lobbying for the
establishment of the hospital

• Held the first “Asia Child Life Symposium” and invited the
Association of Child Life Professionals (ACLP) from the
United States to assess the standard of CCF’s Child Life
service

2002

1999

1993
Opened the Family Service
Centre (FSC) at Wong Tai Sin

Funded the ‘Limb
Salvage Operation’ using
minimally invasive and
non-invasive prostheses
for patients with bone
cancer, sparing them the
trauma of amputation
and further surgeries

2019
• Launched a new
Announcement in the Public
Interest (API)

• Commencement of HKCH, CCF
service teams assisting the
patients in transferring of the
regional hospitals to HKCH

• Community Service Centre moved to So Uk
Estate

• Launched a ‘Brain Buddies’ club for brain tumour patients
and their families
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The Colourful Typhoon Shelter
Grand Opening of Children’s Cancer Foundation
Lions Clubs Community Centre in So Uk

As the old saying goes, “psychological health is interrelated

in Hong Kong, the new centre does not just focus on function and

with physical health”. Children who study and grow up in a

utility, but also uses art and innovative design to complement and

pleasant environment would correspondingly live a healthy

enhance programmes.

life. Similarly, sick children who chronically stay at a boring
and lethargic rehabilitation centre would find it harder to
recover significantly. Some overseas studies also suggest that
merging visual and performing art elements in a healthcare
environment can help patients relieve pain, anxiety and stress,
thus building a better place for recovery.

The design of the centre, of which the renovation is supported by
funding from Lions Clubs International District 303 – Hong Kong &
Macao, China, embraces the power of art therapy in the design
of all facilities, from staff work spaces to corridors to the pantry.
Every corner is decorated with colourful artwork and murals by
local artists and the children themselves. This special, gallery-like

In line with this principle, the brand-new Children’s Cancer

experience has been arranged specifically to inspire a “can-do”

Foundation Lions Clubs Community Centre (CSC) in So Uk Estate

attitude in patients and their families. The centre brings together

opened its doors in September 2019. CSC dedicated to offer a

beautiful yet simple art pieces and creative programmes to

vibrant new space to further the Children’s Cancer Foundation’s

create a safe space for patients to express themselves and find

mission to improve the quality of life for young cancer patients

comfort and motivation to stay strong and positive throughout their

and their families by caring for their physical, psychological,

treatment.

and social well-being. Redefining the standard of care centres

“We are delighted to be bringing a new level of care through our brand-new
centre, the Children’s Cancer Foundation Lions Clubs Community Centre. We
have been able to create a unique space that is focused on both the physical
and mental healing of young cancer patients, drawing on the powerful impact
of art, creativity, and social activities on the recovery process. We hope that
this space comforts, motivates, and inspires all those who visit and work here,
and can help improve the quality of life of our patients and their families.”
Mr Tony Ho
Chairman, Children’s Cancer Foundation
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The new centre is designed to accommodate CCF’s wide variety

Before we know it, CSC has

of services that cater to children of all ages undergoing cancer

operated for more than

treatment or during the recovery stages. The facility houses a

three months already. CCF

revamped classroom called the Sunshine School for academic

is glad to receive endless

programmes and art classes funded by the United Overseas

support and efforts from

Bank in Hong Kong, a playroom for children and their parents

different sectors, keeping

to forget their troubles and have some fun, a youth corner for

the ser vices in line with

the young adults to relax and socialise, a fully-equipped kitchen

our mission. Come join us

for cooking classes, intimate interview rooms for counsellors to

and let's walk together!

hold sessions with patients and their parents, as well as a 600

Stay tuned as we will be

sf. multifunction room that can be transformed into a dance

updating more news and

hall, a yoga studio, a lecture theatre, or a party room to rekindle

activities!

children’s potentials and creativity.

Children’s Cancer Foundation
Lions Clubs Community Service Centre
Address：2/F, Carnation House, So Uk Estate, Kowloon
Telephone：2319 1396
Fax：2319 1696
E-mail：rc@ccf.org.hk
Office Hour：Monday to Friday - 9 am to 6 pm
Saturday

- 9 am to 1 pm

Direction：10 minutes’ walk from exit C2 Cheung Sha Wan MTR Station
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CPCF Column

Children’s Palliative Care Foundation
One Year Old!

All guests and volunteers taking group photo at the end of the event

Children’s Palliative Care Foundation (CPCF) celebrated its 1st Anniversary in October 2019. Hong Kong Disneyland (HKDL) and CPCF
co-organised “A Magical Celebration of Children” on September 28, 2019 with nearly 100 participants, including CCF’s chairman,
board members, staff, 13 patients & families, medical partners as well as HKDL’s staff and volunteers. The event took place at
the Sleeping Beauty Ballroom and the atmosphere was filled with joyful vibes. HKDL has kindly invited 13 palliative patients and
families for a 2-day-1-night visit at the park and a hotel stay, giving the families an opportunity to temporarily cast their troubles
away and enjoy an unforgettable and delightful weekend.

Emcee interviewing Eric and our CPCF nurse, Ivy
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Eric presenting CPCF
souvenir to Ms Stephanie
Young, Managing
Director of HKDL

CPCF Column

Tan’s Mum
I am worried that Tan might have a medical emergency or get
infected in a crowded place so every time we go out, I will
carry a first-aid kit and other heavy life-support machines,
and also need someone to assist me. It is not easy for us to
have a normal family outing. But this time, with the help from
the CPCF nurses and the HKDL volunteers, I can be more
relaxed and the whole family can fully enjoy a weekend at the
theme park, leaving me with many fond and loving memories.
Tan and family enjoying a memorable trip at HKDL

Lingying’s Mum
It was very special, and we had a lot of fun. Our

Lokyiu’s Mum

family had never spent a night away from home

We appreciate all the efforts! Lokyiu truly

(except in the hospital). This is like travelling

feels the joy of staying in a hotel! Thank

overseas. We were a bit tired afterwards but it’s

you nurses and volunteers for your help!

worth it!

CPCF Nurse
It is the first event organised by CPCF. Visiting Disneyland with 13 families was such an unforgettable
experience! Since the medical conditions of these children are quite complicated, they need to travel with
various life-support machines. It is not easy for them just to go out, not to mention spending a night at the
hotel! It was a lot of preparation work. In the two days, all CPCF staff had to provide full support to each
family including professional palliative care, baggage storage, visiting the theme park, meal arrangement,
hotel check-in and family photo-taking. We were very busy and tired, but their smile, laughter and
happiness had blessed and energised us. We are looking forward to the next event!
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CPCF Column

CPCF is originated from CCF’s palliative and home care
service founded in 1999. It started off with two nurses and now it has
developed into a team of five nurses and three social workers. From
serving only five public hospitals in the past, we are now partnering
with 12 public hospitals and eight special schools. We have also
expanded our service from serving only young cancer patients to
serving many other non-cancer patients with life-threatening and
life-limiting illnesses. The expansion of our operations marks a
A parent sharing her experience how CPCF supports
them along their journey

milestone of our palliative care service in Hong Kong.

Looking back at the past 20 years, the road was full of challenges and obstacles, but we must thank all our long-term partners,
donors, healthcare professionals, colleagues and kindhearted advocators for their support throughout the journey. Most
importantly of course, we want to thank our service recipients and their families. They are our ‘life mentors’, helping us to
accumulate our experiences so that we could advance and develop our services continuously.
Last year, we were grateful to receive a grant from the Chow Tai Fook Medical Foundation allowing us to expand our team and
services to serve more non-cancer patients. Apart from service expansion, our next important mission is to pass along our 20
years of experience and expertise through public education and training of healthcare professionals.
“Staying true to our original intention, staying true to our mission” has always been CPCF’s motto. It motivates us and drives us
fearlessly forward.

Molin Lin
Professional Services Manager
Children’s Palliative Care

CPCF Professional Team
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Our Rendezvous

Happiness?
More please!
“Are you happy?” is a seemingly easy but difficult question to

While making the mooncake, the children and parents worked

answer. Living in this fast-paced modern society, not many of us

closely together – discussing what kind of flavour to make,

can reply “I am happy” without any hesitation. Everyone should

to whom they should give the mooncake - the never-ending

understand what happiness is, but how can we actually “look

conversation with laughters everywhere. Some young kids

for”, “create” and even “embrace” happiness?

used the pastry dough as play dough; some couldn’t resist and

In a recent Families’ Club event, a parent told me, “Great! We
need more activities like this!” “Yes, as Mid-Autumn Festival is
approaching!” I replied. “True. Especially in this current situation,
we all need more relaxing and stress relieving activities,” she
continued. That day, I was holding a snowy mooncake class at
the Community Service and Rehabilitation Centre. The parent’s

sneaked a bite here and there. Sometimes, the parents would
occasionally miss a beat and break the wrap. Watching these
interesting interactions was gratifying. From the big smiles on
their faces, not only could I see their satisfaction by judging the
finished products, but also the happiness that they cherished
with one another as a family.

response made me realised that the real purpose of our

Happiness is all around us. All we need to do is to feel it with our

activities is to help the children and their parents to regain their

heart. A cup of milk tea, a bowl of hot soup or even a mooncake

innate happiness.

is worth our detailed attention. No matter how hard life is, we

It is a nice surprise that such a small-scale mooncake class could
attract almost 40 participants. The organiser was happy with the
turnout and the participants were happy to have a moment of
respite. Making CCF snowy mooncake is not difficult. We made
our own pastry dough and the filling was bought off the shelf.
All we did was knead the pastry dough thoroughly, insert the
flavored filling, make different shapes with a mooncake mold,
and that’s it!

must remind ourselves to hang in there, to embrace people and
things that we are happy with, and that hope will be around the
corner. I am glad that the Families’ Club activities have brought
happiness to each and every one of you. I wish that everyone
can find their source of happiness, continue to collect and
accumulate happiness, and be a happy person!

Tracy Ip
Programme Officer
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It All Starts with the Family

Learning to Let Go
Since the commencement of the Hong Kong Children’s Hospital (HKCH), patients and their
families have been gradually adapting to the new environment. HKCH has a team of medical
social workers (MSW) to look after the needs of the in-patients. With our seamless collaboration
with HKCH, we now focus on the needs of patients after treatment. A series of programme
have been developed and launched to fill the service gaps in providing more comprehensive
support to ease them back into the community and have a smoother transition back to school.
Most families are unfamiliar with cancer and find it intimidating; the long process of recovery is also filled with
uncertainties. Despite the medical advancement, survivors are deeply traumatised with the long-term problems such as
mental health issues, the threat of recurrence, and the stress that cancer places on their family.
Ling as an example, she is a well-behaved and studious 16-year-old girl. Six years ago, she was diagnosed with acute
leukemia and underwent a series of cancer treatments and a hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. When she woke
up from her coma a week after the operation, Ling’s memory and speech were noticeably impaired. Nevertheless, Ling
recovered and returned to school, but her learning disabilities and her lack of self-confidence made it frustratingly for her
to meet friends. Her parents were so worried that the mother even volunteered to work at her school just to keep an eye
on her. She even arranged a series of tutorial classes to boost her learning. The more she pushed, the more rebellious
Ling became, resulting in a tensed relationship. Gradually, Ling hated school and skipped classes regularly.
Looking at Ling’s family, you can tell the late effects of cancer not only affect the patient, but the whole family. To help
the young patients in their journey of recovery, our family counsellors need to work with all three parties - the patient,
the family, and the school. For the patients being traumatised by the treatment, gentle guidance is required to ease
them back into the community. In our Community Service Centre (CSC), we provide transitional pre-school programme,
using classroom simulations to help them familiarise and adapt to the new school environment. This includes skill
enhancement training that focuses on better concentration and social interactions. We also provide special tutorial for
those with special education needs. Furthermore, diagnosed support groups are organised for parents to promote
solidarity through their shared experiences and help them relieve stress brought about by the long-term care of
children. The schools also need to properly understand the special needs of these children. When the children are well
prepared for school, our team will work closely with their parents and liaise with the schools to ensure a safe and loving
environment.
Family Counselling Service has an indiscernible yet very important mission: To release families from their entangled
relationship. The moral of the story in Ling’s case is 'haste makes waste'. Through our counselling service, we offer a safe
platform for Ling and her mother to communicate with one another. By expressing her fear of losing her daughter, Ling’s
mother likewise acknowledged that her daily presence at the school only added pressure to the already difficult time
that Ling was experiencing. Ling’s relationship with her mother has drastically improved through their honest and open
dialogue. And they no longer feel helpless and lost in their cancer journey.
Even the road to recovery is long and arduous, we are here to walk with every family to explore the infinite possibilities!

Amy Yan
Professional Services Manager
Family Counselling
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Updates on the Long-term Follow-up Programme

Marbling Art – Touching Stories
in the Hue of Colour
Last summer, our Community Service & Rehabilitation Centre organised a series of Sunshine
Handicraft workshop, such as resin art, pressed flower, cut-and-paste paper craft, and string art. Why
is Paper Marbling the most popular activity among the workshops?
The appeal of marbling art is that you can ‘follow your heart’ in the choice of colour and the freedom
of design. You must first learn some basic techniques, then you can draw freely on the water. The
Sunshine Kids were mesmerised in the process.
During the class, Sunshine Kids concentrated on making their unique artwork, cautiously pressed the marbling art on a coaster to make
a special souvenir for themselves. Each child wrote a unique story on their piece of art. One said, “Mine is a rainbow formed by love,
hope and passion!” Another also made a rainbow but with a very different interpretation, “My rainbow has multi colours and facets that
manifests happiness!” Another creative Sunshine Kid used the sky as an element. He deeply felt the insignificance and simplicity of life.
Even though he had a difficult life journey, every time he looked at the sky, he felt empowered to face his challenges.
The Sunshine Kids learned to be more daring and more willing to share their thoughts with others in the workshop. They met many
friends with common interests and eventually formed a Sunshine Handicraft Team. This is a hub for them to get together, promote art,
spread positive vibes, build up their self-confidence, and enhance their mind and spirit.
The team taught other Sunshine Kids marbling art at a summer programme, sharing with them the fun of art. They are also preparing for
the upcoming Youth Market, from which they learn and grow together. Through the process of design, production, marketing and sale of
the products, they came to realise the power of art. One of the Sunshine Kids said, “I enjoyed teaching others handicraft because I could
make them smile again in their journey fighting cancer. Another mentioned in delight, “I can’t wait to join the Youth Market so that I can
showcase my unique artwork to the public and tell them my stories in person.”

Although marbling art is only a small activity under the Sunshine Handicraft workshop, it encourages
the Sunshine Kids to paint with their hearts and to share their beliefs and stories freely. It is indeed a
heartening and inspiring class! I hope that these activities help the Sunshine Kids to spread their positive
energy to every corner of the community as well as to explore their individual talents and latent potential.

Sophie Wan
Social Worker
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Child Life ... More than just Fun
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Five Children

There is a Chinese saying: “Raising children for 100 years, worrying for 99”. A lifetime of health and wellness is the
ultimate wish all parents have for their children.
As a child life specialist, I help the young patients in the hospitals to cope with their treatments and to alleviate their
fear and stress brought about by the illnesses. At times, the stress might have long-term effect on the personal growth
of children such as adapting to school and socialising with peers. The change in family situation may also cause the
siblings to misbehave and professional help is needed.
Being a qualified Play Therapist, I conduct play therapy at the Community Service Centre in So Uk Estate for the children
once a week. It can also be done at their home or school, if, and when needed. In Play Therapy, we focus on the
development and growth of the young patients. But parents' sharing, participation and cooperation are also very
instrumental in maximising the outcomes on the transformation of the patients during the process.

40
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Child Life ... More than just Fun

Snowy
(anonym)

Snowy was struggling a lot with her chemotherapy. She vomited all the time, on her way to the

‧4 Years Old
‧Receiving
Chemotherapy

hospital and even while waiting for a follow-up consultation and that often put her in a foul mood.
I conducted 12 sessions of Play Therapy with her. Through play and music, I helped her mother
to better understand the reasons behind her discomfort and I also explained the situation to the
healthcare professionals. After the doctor had adjusted her medications, her vomiting was much
reduced. I have also managed to help alleviate her negative emotions and anxiety towards the
hospital visits and treatments.

Moon could not move freely and relied on a ventilator due to her illness. Her family had to

Moon

look after her at 24/7. Her constant physical discomfort and the treatment made her easily

(anonym)

agitated. Her mother had to take her to school and looked after her at home. The two were
inseparable. When conducting Play Therapy at her home, I would bring appropriate tools to

‧5 Years Old
‧Diagnosed Soon
after Birth

suit her needs. With just a few sessions, Moon’s mother already felt the change in her. Moon
learned to communicate assertively when she was angry or unhappy. She became more
expressive, dogmatic and could express her feelings and thoughts effectively.
Star loved her younger sister, but she found that her parents had been focusing on Moon

Star

(anonym)

since birth. Star was very accommodating to her sister and sometimes even had to look
after her. Slowly, she started to hide her thoughts and feelings and responded habitually,

‧8 Years Old
‧Moon’s Sister

“Whatever you say mom!” When she was unhappy, she would pent up and bite her fingers.
When her mother was not around she would call her all the time. When she found that her
parents were focusing on Moon, she would find ways to draw their attention and sometimes
even played tricks on her sister. When we started the first spiritual journey in the playroom,
Star only participated nonchalantly, but the tremendous hunger for love and care I found in
her was quite shocking to me. Session by session, Star started to rebuild her self-awareness.
Her mother found that Moon was more expressive and did not behave inappropriately
when she was experiencing negative emotions.
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Child Life ... More than just Fun

The surgery, chemotherapy and electrotherapy treatments have affected Cao Cao’s hearing,
balance and speech. In school, Cao Cao avoided any interactions with his classmates and
showed no interest in participating in any of the activities. During holidays, he stayed at home

Cao Cao

and played with his smartphone. When I first met him, we hardly had any eye contact. He gave

(anonym)

me the impression that he was hiding himself for self-protection. His parents worried very much

‧13 Years Old
‧4 Years after
Treatment

about him. I could still remember clearly the endless time they shed tears over his illness. After
15 sessions of consultation, Cao Cao gradually opened himself up. He had more self-confidence
and became very creative in his games. After the Play Therapy, Cao Cao’s parents found him more
expressive and cheerful. He became more interactive and even got the Best Progress Award in
school!

Chung Chung
(anonym)

‧10 Years Old
‧3 Years after His
Sister Passed Away

After his younger sister passed away, Chung’s parents found him very quiet, irritable,
easily agitated and very negative. Occasionally, he had the intention to hurt himself
and even had conflicts with his parents. In the playroom, Chung Chung was able to
explore his feelings towards the death of his sister. Gradually, he was able to release
his negative emotions and regained his self-confidence and self-esteem. Chung
Chung’s parents active and candid participation in the therapy also helped to maximise

the outcome of Chung’s therapy! After the Play Therapy, his parents found him more at peace with himself, more
capable to manage his own anger and even with better time management.

Postscript:
Play Therapy is a form of psychotherapy, targeting children and adolescents aged 3 years or above. Using play as
a medium, the therapist helps the children to explore their inner self. It allows the children to ‘play out’ their anxiety
and negative feelings in a safe environment. With the guidance of the therapist, the children learn to communicate
their feelings and challenges, release their negative emotions and help them progress in their healing and growth.
Conducting Play Therapy with children is like travelling in space with them. The playroom is the spaceship, and the
children are astronauts, leading me to explore the uncharted territory of their inner feelings. As they unfold their
unfamiliar and distant inner feelings, you will be surprised by their hidden potentials and amazing abilities! At
completing the therapy, they regained their self-confidence and learned to trust themselves with no fear.
I firmly believe that the saying “Raising children for 100 years, worrying for 99.” is unnecessary. Overprotective and
excessive worries will strain the relationship. On the contrary, trust, affirmation and letting go are the essentials for
the growth of children!

May Lam
Recognized Hospital Play Specialist
Certified Child Life Specialist
Registered Social Worker
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Passing It On

North Pole Adventure:
A True Enlightenment
In March 2019, a supporter named Mr Graham Chan travelled all the way to Yukon, Canada to take
part in the 6633 Arctic Ultra. He was the very first Hongkonger to participate in that ultra-distance
footrace, challenging himself to finish a 198-km marathon within 71 hours under extreme cold weather
at -20℃ to -70℃. Graham would like to take the opportunity to raise funds for CCF. As long as he can
hold his head high, regardless of the result, the trip would be a feat to be proud of, he thought!

Change the mindset and feel the world

Experiencing North Pole weather in Hong Kong

Graham, at age 59 now, is a retired ambulanceman formerly

In Hong Kong, the coldest winter we encounter is just around 8℃

with the Aberdeen Fire Station & Ambulance Depot. Graham was

to 9℃. Even at our favourite skiing site, Hokkaido, the lowest

one of the Hong Kong Military Service Corps, assigned to former

temperature is around -6℃ to -7℃. How can we experience

British colonies such as Fiji and Brunei for field training. In the first

the North Pole weather in Hong Kong? Graham came across

half of his life, he felt as if he was racing against time: Like in the

a cold meat wholesaler who has a walk-in freezer in Shatin

battlefield, if he were to stay alive to complete the mission, he had

with temperature as low as -18℃. The wholesaler kindly

to race against time; as an ambulanceman, he also had to rush

offered Graham to use his walk-in freezer to get the feel. At the

patients to the hospital……and hardly had time to breathe. In

beginning, he could only manage to stay for 15 minutes, but

2016, Graham completed four ultramarathons. Running across the

after a while he could easily walk around for an hour or two

Sahara Desert and South Pole, he deeply felt the greatness of this

wearing only a t-shirt. Later he even brought his gears and

world. To achieve his dream of visiting the two Poles in his lifetime,

clothes with him to simulate the North Pole experience. But

he participated in the 6633 Arctic Ultra. Graham never aimed at

comparing with the -30℃ North Pole temperature after mid-

winning. He understands that extreme sports can be unpredictable,

night, this was nothing. Then Graham got an idea to work part-

and that athletes who aim to only win will miss out a lot. That’s why

time at a supermarket where he thought the walk-in freezer

he treated it just like a tour. He believes that the firsthand experience

would be much colder. The store manager was very impressed

in the ultramarathon such as the local weather, the close encounter

by his passion and enthusiasm and Graham landed a job

with nature, or meeting with the locals, is nothing like watching TV

where he could get physical trainning and earn a living at the

documentaries or joining an ordinary tour.

same time.

A blessing in disguise
At the beginning, the race ran smoothly, Graham passed the
first check point at a comfortable pace. At night, he continued
to carry all the gears in his sledge, striding towards the second
check point. Suddenly, a dark object flashed before his eyes,
by instinct he kicked at the unknown object. When Graham
collected himself, he saw a few animal footprints in the snow
and a pair of eyes glowing and staring at him from afar in the
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Encouraging sick children with his experience
Apart from devoting time and efforts to this competition, Graham also needed
dark forest. It was pitched dark without a flicker of

to 'be prepared for the worst'. Since the marathon took place in such an

lights. Intuitively, he knew something was wrong.

uncharted area, nobody could predict how bad the weather would be. Timely

It could be a pack of wolves hunting for prey,

medical support from the organiser would not be guaranteed. In the past, there

he thought. The road ahead was precarious.

was an athlete who had to undergo an amputation due to muscle necrosis.

The crack of dawn was still a few hours away,

Graham showed no fear and enjoyed the race with all his heart. Graham can

Graham stared at the “Help” button and

be so carefree all because of his previous job as an ambulanceman. He had

struggled whether to push it or not. If he pushed

witnessed countless live and death situations. He remembered handling cases

it, he would be giving up the race and a whole

such as a little kid got amputated after being hit by a truck; a chronically ill elder

year of effort would be wasted. If he didn’t, he

patient died suddenly in the sleep……But cancer, the sudden gene mutation

would be risking his life travelling with the pack

is so unexplainable and unavoidable! That is why Graham wanted to help and

of wolves through the night. Realistically, Graham

raise funds for CCF, to encourage the child cancer patients to appreciate their

had no confidence in travelling with the wolves

own beauty of imperfection. He wanted to convey these messages to the young

through the night at all. After much thought,

patients, “No rush, hang on and the good times will come.” and “Your future is like

he pushed the button and quit the race. On his

a painting, with perseverance and support from your families and friends, you can

way back, looking up the sky, he saw hundreds

paint your life however you want!”

of thousands of stars lurking in the Milky Way
Galaxy. Graham lost the race but the magnificent
scene and the unforgettable experience he
gained made his trip all worthwhile.

Postscript
Graham originally planned to participate again in 6633 Arctic
Ultra 2021. However, end of last year he had undergone surgery
in his stomach and it took him six months to recover which had
disrupted his training schedule. With “Ah Q” spirit, Graham was
not upset at all. He even said, “It’s even better to compete in 2022
as I will be the first to participate at the age of 60. Another record
to break!”
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CCF Intelligence

Special Edition 2020 Desk Calendar - HOT OFF THE PRESS!

Postal Slogan

All illustrations are designed and drawn by our Sunshine Kids. This work of art
made with love will bring you a smile and an abundance of joy every day! Give
away one free copy for each donation of HK$100 or more. Get them while stock
lasts!
For details, please visit our Facebook fan page or call us at 2815 2525.

During December 2 to December 9, CCF 30th
anniversary postal slogan was used to cancel
all local and overseas ordinary letters bearing
sufficient postage and posted through the
post office mail boxes, mainly for the sake of
commemoration and collection. We appreciate
your effort for sending out more letters during
the campaign, spreading loads of love!
(Remark: Letters with this postal slogan but
without CCF’s official return address are not sent
by CCF. Thank you for your attention!)

Caring Company Partnership Expo
On May 20, 2019, CCF participated in the yearly 'Caring Company Partnership Expo' held at the Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition Centre to raise public awareness. The exhibition board outlining our patient and family
services was designed by Miss Tina Kwan, a childhood cancer survivor.
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Fund-raising Activities

May-October 2019
Date
Date
2009
2019

Donor/Organizer
Donor/Organiser

May-Oct

The Castello Club

Event
Event

Castello Generous

Amount(HK$)
Amount (HK$)

Remarks
Remarks

3,744.00

				

Exchange Square

May-Oct

Hong Kong Commercial

Share My Song Programme

3,166.86

		

Broadcasting Co Ltd*

May-Oct

St. Baldrick's Foundation*

Head Shaving Event

1,009,511.33

The event was held on Mar 21,

						

Apr 11, 24, May 7 and 28.

						

The fund was designated for

						

childhood cancer research in

						

Hong Kong.

						

(Total amount raised in 2019 was

						

HK$ 1,952,780.43)

May 16-17

Sheung Shui Government

STEM Handicraft Market

		

Secondary School*

Charity Bazaar

May 17

Vincci Wedding Gown Limited*

25th Anniversary Annual

4,357.50

21,400.00

				

Dinner Charity Auction

May 24-Jun24			

《朝暮時分秒》Charity Sale

May 29

Staff from 		

Luggage / Bags Sample Sale 29,234.50

		

Samsonite Asia Limited*

May-Sept

St. Johannes College

Aspiring Writers

19,865.00

				

Charity Book Sale

Jun 16

Ms Julia Lam		

Fund-raising Campaign

52,140.00

Jun

French International School

FIS 2019 Swimathon

29,107.24

		

Hong Kong

Jun

Great Eagle Holdings Limited*

Casual Wear Day & Tuck Box 25,626.20

Jun-Jul

Pacific Club*		

Charity Raffle Tickets Sale
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The event was held on Mar 9, 2019.

148,450.00

* Repeat donor

Fund-raising Activities

Date

Donor/Organiser

Event

Amount (HK$)

Remarks

426,126.00

Sponsoring the operating expenses

2019

Jul 7

United Overseas Bank Limited

2019 UOB Heartbeat

		

Hong Kong Branch*

Run/Walk		

of Sunshine School, Back-to-School

						

Summer Programme and Home-

						

and Centre-based Tutorial

						

Programme.

Aug 25

Smiling Seed Education Centre*

Aug 25-

Ms Vanessa Leung

Charity Concert

「港.情.畫」An exhibition on 41,162.50

Sept 25			

sketches of Hong Kong by

				

Vansketcher

Aug

ESF Tsing Yi International

Just As I Am

		

Kindergarten		

Fund-raising Campaign

Sept

Nexperia Hong Kong Limited

Second-hand Smartphone

				

Charity Sale

Oct 5-6

2019 24HR Charity

Hebe Haven Yacht Club*

				

16,990.00

59,862.00

The event was held in April 2019.

10,500.00

500,000.00

Dinghy Race		

The amount will be used for
sponsoring metallic prostheses for

						

bone cancer patients treated with

						

‘Limb Salvage Operation’, and

						

palliative and child life projects.

Oct 11 & 12

LC Capital Limited

				

* Repeat donor

TELLUS Bar Grand Opening

54,000.00

– Charity Auction
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Fund-raising Activities

Date
Date
2009
2019

Donor/Organizer
Donor/Organiser

Oct 19 & 26

Sunshine House International

		

Pre-schools*

Event
Event

Amount(HK$)
Amount (HK$)

Open Day 2019

5,758.00

Remarks
Remarks

Special thanks to:
(1) The following donors for funding the Drug Sponsorship Programme:
(i) Ms Susanna Iu Shuk Ching for HK$292,400
(ii) Real River Limited for HK$213,000
(2) Chow Tai Fook Medical Foundation for the donation of HK$6,849,000 to the Children’s Palliative Care Foundation sponsoring a
three-year Non-cancer Children’s Palliative Care Project (Apr 2019-Mar 2022).
3) Lions Clubs International District 303 for sponsoring HK$3,500,000 to renovate the Children’s Cancer Foundation Lions Clubs
Community Centre.
(4) The Nash Family for sponsoring HK$700,000 to purchase a stem cells workstation for the Hong Kong Children’s Hospital.
(5) BBG Magazine for the free advertising space.
(6) The following organisations for placing the Foundation’s donation boxes on their premises:
Action Waterfall

Llegend International Training Institute

V & B Cuisine Limited

AluBlu Limited

Long Pig Daddy Kitchen

Victoria Recreation Club

Backyard

The University of Manchester Worldwide Limited

W.. Bakery

Bright Diva International Limited

Oh! My Dog

W. Burger

Dr Chung Siu Kwan and Clinic Unica

once upon A Babe

Waterfall Sports and Wellness

Geodis Wilson Hong Kong Limited

Park Hotel

Welldone Learning Centre

Hebe Haven Yacht Club

South China Athletic Association

Wharney Guang Dong Hotel

Holiday Inn Express Hong Kong

Tak Lee Optical Company Limited

Causeway Bay
JP Interior Design & Contracting

Today Speed Photofinishing Centre

A note of thanks is also due to the many unlisted individuals and organisations that have made generous donations/
in kind or have lent their support to the Children’s Cancer Foundation.
(The organisations above are listed in random order)
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* Repeat donor

Patient and Hospital Services

With fond memories…all because of you!
New World Development Company Limited &
New World Caring Team

May – October 2019

Experiencing

A total of 337 children and parents enjoyed the movie Toy’s Story 4
together!
Also, 13 survivors and their families participated in
the Discovery Bay Fun Day, having great fun at Epicland!

Department
o f H e a l t h Te c h n o l o g y
and Informatics of The
Hong Kong Polytechnic
University (HTI, PolyU)
organised a simulation
workshop for 14 survivors
to experience campus life
and broaden their horizons
through interacting with
undergraduate students.
HTI, PolyU also organised
a physical training
programme for seven
families.

20/7, 21/9

6 & 27/7

Talent Development Programme

Storytelling Workshop

The social services team of CUHK organised 10 lessons of
back-to-school summer programme for survivors, helping them to
develop talent.

parents.

Disney VoluntEARS' storytelling fascinated the children and

31/8
16/7-15/8
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Patient and Hospital Services

Day Tour
Broadening their horizons, survivors
and their families visited SuperPark,
H o n g K o n g C h i l d r e n ’s D i s c o v e r y
Museum, Wellcome Paradise and
Jockey Club Lei Yue Mun Plus.

26/5, 8/8, 22/9

Hiking

Trip to Tokyo Disney and Hakone

Embracing nature, survivors and their families participated in a
family hike at Tsing Yi and Tuen Mun.

10 patients plus one family member joined a
tour to Tokyo Disney and Hakone. Dr Yuen Hui Leung and
Dr Chiu Ka Ho providing medical support along the way.
It was the first time non-cancer patients participanted.
Hasbro Far East Limited sponsored six of the
families.

5/5, 29/9

14-18/10

Sunshine Crew Trainings & Charity Race
Hebe Haven Yacht Club (HHYC) invited Sunshine Crew to attend the Hebe Haven Open Day and sponsored
a series of Quest sailboat training. The team also participated in the 24 Hour Charity Dinghy Race 2019 at HHYC. They
won the 2nd runners up in the Pico category! 💪

4/5, 14 & 21/7, 11 & 18/8, 8/9, 5 & 6/10
For list of Patient and Hospital Services, please refer to the online version of this issue on our website.
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Patient and Hospital Services

Financial Assistance
May - Oct

Financial assistance was provided for the following:
(1) 20 drug sponsorships at HK$2,157,616
(2) one Ga-68 DOTATATE PET/CT Scan sponsorship at
HK$14,000
(3) one Mitotane Level Monitoring Lab Test sponsorship at
HK$43,200
(4) funeral expenses
(5) travelling allowance
(6) subsidy for home removal

Sep 2

The Professional Services Manager (Child Life) and two
child life specialists attended a talk on The Management
of Microtia at the United Christian Hospital (UCH) given
by a specialist in otorhinolaryngology.

Oct 2-5

The Services Director and the CPCF Professional
Services Manager attended the Become An EPEC
– Pediatrics Trainer Conference with Professional
Development Workshop , organised by the Education
in Palliative and End-of-life Care (EPEC) Pediatrics,
Minneapolis, USA.

Half-way Homes

Others

May - Oct

May 17

The CPCF Assistant Professional Services Manager
(Nurse) and a social worker gave a presentation on CPC
services to staff of Chi Yun School.

Jul 8

The CPCF Professional Services Manager, Assistant
Professional Services Manager and a nurse specialist
gave a presentation on CPC services to the medical staff
of the Duchess of Kent Children’s Hospital at Sandy Bay.

Jul 16

The CPCF professional team* gave a presentation to
QEH medical staff on CPC services.

July 20

The Services Director gave a presentation at Shanghai
Children’s Hospital on The New Era of Community
Services for Young Cancer Survivors at the 6th Biennial
National Childhood Cancer NGO Conference in
China organised by the Pau Kwong Wun Charitable
Foundation.

Sep 19

The Professional Services Manager (Child Life) gave a
lecture on Child Life Service and Sick Children to the Year
Four undergraduate students of School of Nursing, HKU.

Sep 27

The CPCF professional team* introduced CPC services
to the medical professionals at the Department of
Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Tseung Kwan O
Hospital.

Oct 25

The CPCF Professional Services Manager gave a lecture
on Children’s Palliative Care to the students of Faculty of
Nursing, HKU.

Oct 26

The CPCF Professional Services Manager gave a lecture
on Paediatric Palliative Home Care Service at the
Paediatric Palliative Care (PPC) in a Nut Shell seminar,
organised by the Hong Kong College of Paediatric
Nursing and the Hong Kong Society of Children’s
Palliative Care

A total of eight families used the Half-way Homes.

Publication
Jul

CCF Newsletter Vol. 56

Hospital Services
Sep 12

The quarterly Coordinating Committee Meeting with CCF
and doctors from the public hospitals was held at Queen
Elizabeth Hospital (QEH)

Staff Training
May 8

Professional staff from service teams participated in
an internal training on Mental Health conducted by Dr K H
Sham at Community Service & Rehabilitation Centre (CS&RC).

May 16

A Children's Palliative Care Foundation (CPCF) social worker
attended a one-day training on how to support bereaved
children, organised by the Centre on Behavioral Health,
University of Hong Kong (HKU).

Jun 1

A registered nurse participated in a Symposium of Paediatric
Sleep Disorders, organised by the Asia Pacific Paediatric Sleep
Alliance and CUHK.

Jun 27

The CPCF Assistant Professional Services Manager and
a social worker participated in a workshop on Use of
Bereavement Group in Supporting Bereaved People ,
organised by the Centre on Behavioral Health, HKU.

Jul 4

The CPCF Assistant Professional Services Manager and
two social workers attended a workshop cum ceremony
organised by the Community Support Programme on
Psychological Wound., Grains of Soul, Caritas.

Jul 12

A nurse specialist and two registered nurses attended a
training on Nursing Care and Management of Home Used
NIPPV + HFNC and Care of Children on Invasive Home
Ventilator , organised by APN, Department of Paediatrics and
Adolescent Medicine, Tuen Mun Hospital (TMH).

Aug 15

Aug 28

A registered nurse attended a course on Basic Life Support
for Health Care Providers , organised by American Heart
Association.
The CPCF Assistant Professional Services Manager (Nurse),
a nurse specialist and a registered nurse attended a talk
on Respiratory Problems in Children with Severe Chronic
Neurodisabilities at QEH, organised by the Hong Kong Society
of Paediatric Respirology and Allergy.

*CPCF professional team includes the CPCF Professional
Services Manager, Assistant Professional Services Manager (Nurse) and
Assistant Professional Services Manager (Social Worker)

Community Education
May - Oct

Three Sunshine Ambassadors gave Life Education Talks
to three secondary schools with more than 370 students
attended.
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